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The Chevrolet Silverado is a range of trucks manufactured by General Motors under the
Chevrolet brand. The fourth generation of the model line was introduced for the model year. In
Mexico, heavy-duty versions of the Silverado use the Chevrolet Cheyenne name. While sharing
chassis and bodies, the model chronology of the Silverado and Sierra are different, with five
generations of the Sierra and four of the Silverado. Largely the successor to the GMT chassis,
the medium-duty Silverado is exclusive to Chevrolet, with no plans for an equivalent GMC
version. A small refresh for models was introduced in , bringing slight design changes and an
upgrade to the audio and HVAC controls. The later By the end of , a final design was chosen
and finalized for production in June at 36 months ahead of scheduled start in June Development
sign-off was issued in late , with pre-production and series production commencement in June
There are a number of models of light-duty Silverados and Sierras, including the half-ton, SS ,
and Hybrid. The light-duty trucks use the name. Three cargo beds are available: a The short box
is only available with the crew cab and extended cab. For the first year, only the regular cab and
a 3-door extended cab were available, along with the Vortec V6 , Vortec V8 , and the Vortec V8.
In , a driver's side door option became available for the extended cab, giving it four doors, and
the crew-cab body was added to the lineup in Output on the 5. The 6. The Silverado Z71 got an
optional lighter composite box, with a suspension package for towing, but lacked the
high-output engine. The C3 became the Denali for , and Quadrasteer was added. GM introduced
a reworked version of the Silverado and Sierra in , with a new front end and a slightly updated
rear end. In the Silverado received another facelift, similar to the HD version introduced in HD
models. In addition to that, Chevrolet has deleted the "Chevrolet" badge off the tailgate that was
used from to Its SUV counterparts retained the use of the pre-facelift sheetmetal. The Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety IIHS gave the Silverado an overall "marginal" score on the frontal
offset crash test for poor structural integrity and poor dummy control, although no injuries were
recorded on the dummy's body regions. It used all-wheel drive with a 3. For , the name was
changed to Sierra Denali , but the specifications remained essentially the same except for the
addition of Quadrasteer and GM changed from the 4L60E-HD to the 4L65E in conjunction with a
4. The Sierra Denali was initially equipped with Delphi 's Quadrasteer system as standard
equipment. It was a 4-wheel steering system that greatly reduced the truck's turning radius and
improved lane changing while towing. General Motors dropped Quadrasteer from the Sierra
Denali after the model year and its entire lineup after due to poor sales of this expensive option.
Launched in early , the Silverado SS is a high-performance pickup truck built by Chevrolet. It is
based on the Silverado Extended Cab with Fleetside Box and features upgrades in the drive
train and both exterior and interior appearance. It was equipped standard with the 6. This was
the same engine used for the second generation Cadillac Escalade. In , the AWD variant was
dropped and the rear wheel drive was the only driveline layout available. All the SS trucks in
both 2 wheel drive and AWD used the torsion bar style front suspension for better handling. The
truck came with several minor appearance upgrades rear spoiler, embroidered headrests,
Intimidator custom badging , but was essentially a standard Silverado SS. Of the 1, scheduled
trucks, only were made the remaining were sold as Silverado SS "classic" body style trucks
before the These trucks were only available in Black Onyx exterior but could be ordered with
cloth or leather interior. Also features [7] -. The Vortec High Output option was first introduced
in to a limited market mainly consisting of Texas and several surrounding areas ; it was
available nationwide for MY It was available for both the Chevy and GMC series trucks. This
special edition package under option code B4V included several options previously not found
on the standard model, most notably the LQ9 6. The B4V package could only be ordered on
extended cab standard box 2WD trucks. The models were equipped with the standard 10 bolt 8.
The models were upgraded with the larger 14 bolt 9. This marked the first time the LQ9 engine
was available for a two-wheel drive application. Unlike the previous years with the SS Package,
interior choices ranged from basic cloth to fully loaded. There were also more exterior color
options available with this package. In , the Vortec Max trailering package became available.
This was because the Vortec Max package was intended for max trailer towing, while the
Performance Edition was intended more for customers who wanted the Silverado SS
mechanicals without the visuals of the SS. It was also made available in addition to the
extended cab in the light-duty 4-door crew cab models. Towing capacity with the VortecMax
Trailing package was 10, pounds. Known within GM as the Parallel Hybrid Truck or PHT, it is not
actually a parallel hybrid by the current definition, but a type of micro hybrid design. The truck
uses a 5. These trucks were also purchased back from customers for more than what they were
worth in the late s. Additionally, the extra reserves of power for the accessories make this truck
well-suited to that market, where trucks often sit at idle for hours at a time. Availability was
extremely limited at first, with commercial buyers getting the first allotment. For â€”07 the truck
was generally available to retail buyers throughout North America. The HD variant was a

heavy-duty light truck. The HD had an available five-speed six-speed for â€” models Allison
transmission with the Vortec and Duramax 6. The HD models were primarily used for towing and
high-weight cargo. The Silverado HD had 5. Built as either a or HD Extended Cab Standard Box
model with two and four-wheel-drive, the Professional was the ultimate contractors truck. The
center console area provided an area to store PDAs, cell phones and laptop computers as well
as extra charging points for them and an area to hang file folders. There were also extra storage
trays and larger cupholders throughout the cab, including one temperature controlled
cupholder. The exterior featured lower body cladding, Professional badging, and a full-chrome
grille. These trucks also featured a standard bedliner, box-rail protectors, in-bed power outlet,
and many optional accessories suited to tradesmen ladder racks, toolboxes, etc. The series
came standard with the 5. Other factors, such as options, can also affect these numbers. It
features a redesigned exterior, interior, frame, and suspension as well as power increases on
certain engines. Like the GMT SUVs, these pickups also have greatly improved aerodynamics
over their predecessors like steeply raked windshields and tighter panel gaps which improve
fuel economy. Like its predecessors, the new Silverado offers buyers a choice of two-door
regular cabs, four-door extended cabs with front-opening rear doors that now open degrees
similar to the Nissan Titan and four-door crew cabs. GM also offers the trucks in the traditional
two- and four-wheel-drive configurations. For the model year, the Sierra Denali shares the same
billet grille from the other Denali models, and also has the same dash as the SUV's. The Sierra
Denali was initially the only half-ton pickup that had a 6. A new high performance 6. After
skipping the model year, with being the last for the GMT hybrid line, a two-mode hybrid model
was introduced in late as a model. It's joined by two kilowatt electric motors supplied by a
nickelâ€”metal hydride battery pack under the rear seat. On its own, the V8 is rated at
horsepower and pound-feet of torque. The unique transmission houses the electric motors
along with three different planetary gear sets and four traditional clutches. There were two dash
options offered in this model Silverado and Sierra: a luxury-inspired dash that closely mimics
the dash in their GMT SUVs, and a more traditional upright dash to make room for a passenger
seat in place of a center console. As of , GM full-size trucks were no longer sold in United States
and Canada with manual transmissions ; they were only offered in Mexico in the Silverado V6
engine and Silverado An integrated trailer brake controller , first available on the Silverado and
Sierra HD for , is now an option on series trucks. A refresh followed with all models, including
new interior door panels which moved the handle forward and added an additional cup holder
and a six-speed automatic transmission on regular cab models with the 5. The Vortec V8 was
given wider availability, now being optional on LT and SLE extended and crew cabs, completely
supplanting the light-duty Vortec V8 in the process. The new Z71 Appearance Package was
optional on LT and LTZ, it included: body-color grille and front fascia, body color door handles
and mirror caps, unique Z71 box side decals, chrome sill plates, and a unique Z71 gauge
cluster. For , the Sierra and Silverado received another refresh. Trailer sway control and hill
start assist are now standard on all models. The 8. The 6L90 6-speed automatic transmission is
standard in all Heavy Duty models. The Allison transmission is paired with the optional
Duramax V8 diesel. The front suspension incorporates new upper and lower control arms and
new torsion bars tailored to one of five different gross axle weight ratings. Upper control arms
are constructed from forged steel that is both stronger and lighter than the previous arms, while
the new lower arms are cast iron to maximize load capacity. Using a unique torsion bar for each
gross weight rating allows for better control over vehicle height, resulting in improved handling
and better alignment for reduced tire wear. These improvements allow for up to a 6, pound front
axle weight rating, allowing all 4wd trucks to accommodate a snow plow. Additional front
suspension enhancements come from new urethane bump stops, two per side. The upper
shock mount has been changed from a single stem mount to a two-bolt design to eliminate the
possibility of squeaks and thumps. The rear suspension design uses asymmetrical leaf springs
that are wider and capable of greater load handling. The design features 3-inch wide leaves,
with front and rear spring sections of different lengths to reduce the twisting that can result in
axle hop and loss of traction. The Silverado comes standard with four-wheel ABS. StabiliTrak
and side curtain airbags are optional on certain trim levels. The IIHS gave the Silverado a
"Good" score in their frontal crash test, however models equipped with or without optional side
curtain airbags received a "Poor" rating in the side impact test. LY6 Vortec 6. GM dropped the
platform and changed to K2XX. The third generation Silverado has three gas engine options: 4.
Chevrolet's MyLink touch-screen multimedia interface system will be available on most models.
A Bose premium audio system, as well as a Bose surround sound audio system will be
available on most models. OnStar will be standard on all models. Underneath, the Silverado
rides on a fully boxed high-strength steel frame with hydroforming technology ; truck cab's
frame is built with high strength steel as well. The third generation Silverado uses aluminum on

the hood, for the engine block and for the control arms in order to save mass. The truck's bed is
made of roll-formed steel instead of stamped steel used by other manufacturers in order to save
weight and gain strength. The third generation Silverado introduced the upmarket High Country
edition which includes saddle brown leather interior, which is Chevrolet's first entry into the
luxury market. A revised front end features styling cues from the s-era Chevrolet C-Series
Trucks, and, on Z models, a Z badge was added to the front grille. The first production Silverado
completed assembly on April 29, The Silverado went on sale in May as a model, with the
Silverado HD Series being available in early for the model year. On January 10, , a recall was
issued for , Silverado and Sierra pickups due to a fire risk. In the past, several independent
specialists imported and converted Silverado and GMC Sierra for Australian and
right-hand-drive markets. The HD and HD were fitted with 6. No version was offered. For the
model year, the 6. Some of these enhancements included a new OnStar telematics system with
4G LTE Wi-Fi capabilities, new wheel designs, new exterior paint color options, new exterior tow
mirror designs, a USB port added the glove compartment of trucks equipped with a front bench
seat, DURALIFE brake rotors, the availability of dual and amp alternators for models equipped
with the 6. For that year, Chevrolet introduced Special Edition for the Silverado truck series.
Trucks ordered with bucket seats and center console now feature a wireless charging pad on
the console lid. For the model year, Silverado and Sierra HD models equipped with the 6.
Gasoline-powered models now have a capless fuel fill. Starting in , GM offered an eAssist mild
hybrid version of the 5. The engine came with an 8-speed automatic transmission and has the
same horsepower and torque as the regular 5. For , it became available nationwide and was also
offered in the Silverado LTZ. The 5. It features beefier brake rotors, upgraded oil coolers, high
output alternator, auxiliary battery and an upfitter friendly interior. Available on four-wheel drive
Sierra HD crew cab models in either Black Onyx or Summit White exterior colors, the Sierra HD
All Terrain X package provides a unique, premium mix of specialized exterior trim and off-road
special equipment, uniquely paired with GMC's high-level of refinement and technologies. All
Terrain X's customized appearance starts with a unique body-color grille surround, which flanks
a distinctive grille insert that's unique to All Terrain. Body color door handles, front and rear
bumpers, and bodyside moldings provide a distinctive monochromatic appearance, while black
accents, including belt moldings, front bumper skid plate, and B-pillar accents, enhance its bold
attitude. Inside, the Sierra HD All Terrain X also features GMC IntelliLink with an 8-inch-diagonal
color touchscreen, Teen Driver, remote-locking tailgate, remote starting system, Rear Vision
Camera, adjustable pedals, leather-appointed seats, heated front seats and wireless mobile
device charging. Sierra HD All Terrain X's strong, bold appearance is matched by equally strong
engineering underneath its surface. For added confidence off-road, the Sierra HD All Terrain X
also includes the Z71 off-road suspension package, which adds front underbody and transfer
case skid plates, twin-tube Rancho shocks, hill descent control, and off-road information
graphics in the Driver Information Center. An Eaton automatically locking rear differential 4. For
that year, Chevrolet has added and dropped some of the Special Editions for the Silverado truck
series. There were several addition to this year's Special Editions for the Silverado series
shown in boldface. Special edition models of the Chevrolet Silverado and Chevrolet Colorado
were introduced to commemorate the th anniversary of Chevy Trucks. Chevrolet introduced the
Centennial Edition Chevrolet Silverado for Chevrolet continued production of the
third-generation Silverado for , which was sold alongside the all-new, fourth-generation
Chevrolet Silverado The first-generation Chevrolet Silverado was sold alongside the
second-generation Chevrolet Silverado for the model year as the Chevrolet Silverado Classic,
and and versions of the truck were also sold alongside their successors, the Chevrolet
Silverado and GMC also offered versions of their Sierra trucks as the Sierra Classic for as well,
and will do the same for , offering the predecessor generation model as the GMC Sierra Limited.
The reveal of the all-new Silverado was not expected until early For its debut, the Silverado was
airlifted via helicopter onto a stage, where it was introduced to a crowd of Chevrolet truck
owners and enthusiasts, as well as to the automotive press. In addition to the reveal of the
Silverado , multiple Chevrolet trucks of different generations were on display as well.
Distinguishing features of the Trail Boss from other Silverado trim levels are its gloss black
front fascia, black rear step bumper, black Chevrolet "bow-tie" emblems on the front grille and
rear tailgate, gloss black-finished aluminum-alloy wheels, large off-road tires, altered
suspension, "Trail Boss" decals on the sides of the pickup box, front bumper-mounted center
fog lamps, "Z71" emblems on each front fender, and red-painted front tow hooks. The formal
unveiling of the Silverado took place at the North American International Auto Show in Detroit ,
Michigan on January 13, , exactly years after Chevrolet delivered its first trucks to customers on
January 13, Silverado has been launched in Australia for the first time for model year. All trim
levels include a next-generation touchscreen infotainment system with Apple CarPlay and

Android Auto , Bluetooth for hands-free calling and wireless audio streaming via A2DP , power
windows and door locks on Double and Crew Cab models , air conditioning, and a rearview
backup camera system. Additional features available on select trim levels include GPS
navigation, SiriusXM Satellite Radio and Travel Link, OnStar with 4G LTE in-vehicle Wi-Fi, a
Bose premium audio system with seven speakers, keyless access and push-button start, a
remote starter system, heated and ventilated luxury leather-trimmed seating surfaces, a heated
leather-wrapped steering wheel, driver-assist technologies, a multi-angle camera system, and
heated rear seats. For , the Rally and Midnight Special Editions return after being absent for the
model year. The Midnight Edition features Bucket Seats with Console, special headlamp bezels,
black dual exhaust tips, and black assist steps. This is the second-time Chevrolet and Realtree
have teamed up to produce a special edition Silverado truck, having done so for The model is
based on a Silverado Crew Cab Custom Trail Boss, adding inch black wheels and Realtree
camouflage graphics inside and out. The all-new Chevrolet Silverado and its twin, the GMC
Sierra offers a choice of six different engine options, dependent upon trim level. The base
engine on lower trim levels is the horsepower, 4. Standard on mid-level trims is an all-new,
horsepower, 2. Optional on most trim levels is the horsepower, 5. Optional on upper-level trims
is a horsepower, 6. An all-new, horsepower 3. All engines are paired to either a 6-speed,
8-speed, or speed automatic transmission, with a choice of either two-wheel-drive or
four-wheel-drive 4X4 is standard equipment on Silverado Custom Trail Boss and LT Trail Boss
trims, and optional on all other Silverado and Sierra models. For , availability of both the 6.
According to EPA ratings, rear drive Silverado models with the 2. The Waze mobile app can now
be compatible in its infotainment system through the use of CarPlay. Crew cab Silverado
models increase in payload up to 14 percent, or pounds. Trailering features equipped for the
model includes an industry's first VIN -specific trailering and payload label and an in-vehicle
towing app on its GM infotainment system. The Sierra will differentiate itself from its Chevrolet
Silverado counterpart by offering unique features, such as a two-piece tailgate, a pickup bed
constructed from carbon fiber , a 3" x 7" multi-color Heads-Up Display, a rear-view mirror
backup camera system, and a luxury Denali trim level. The Sierra will also feature its own
distinct exterior styling, though interior styling will be similar to that of the Chevrolet Silverado
Its inner tailgate can be a load stopper, a full-width step, and a work area by dropping down the
load stop or provide easy access to the bed just by folding down the inner tailgate. Powertrains
include improved versions of the current 5. An all-new, ten-speed automatic transmission will
come as standard equipment on gasoline-powered Sierra models. Availability of the previous 4.
All trim levels include a next-generation touchscreen infotainment system with Apple CarPlay
and Android Auto , Bluetooth for hands-free calling and wireless audio streaming via A2DP ,
power windows and door locks on Double and Crew Cab models , air conditioning, and a rear
view backup camera system. Initially unavailable at launch, the all-new Chevrolet Silverado and
GMC Sierra regular cab configuration went on sale in early The regular cab option is unavailable
in other trim levels in the United States and Canada, as these trucks will appeal mainly towards
fleet and commercial buyers. Regular cab models with a 6. Standard features include a black
front grille, black front and rear bumpers, 17" steel wheels, manual windows and door locks,
manual black side mirrors, a seven-inch touchscreen infotainment system with rearview backup
camera and Apple CarPlay and Android Auto smartphone integration, vinyl seating surfaces, a
split front bench seat, vinyl flooring, and air conditioning. Options include the Chrome
Appearance Group 17" aluminum-alloy wheels and chrome front and rear bumpers , OnStar 4G
LTE in-vehicle Wi-Fi capabilities, cloth seating surfaces, carpeted flooring with floor mats, and
the Power Equipment Group power windows and door locks, keyless entry, power black side
mirrors, and cruise control. The Silverado sees deletion of the Oakwood Metallic exterior paint
color. Major additions are new vertical trailering mirrors, which include power adjustability, as
well as power-folding and power-extension capabilities. The Sierra sees a new Carbon Black
Metallic paint color in addition to the above mentioned Silverado updates. For , the Silverado
and Sierra pickups saw relatively few changes. Most notably, the Silverado offers the newly
named Multiflex six-position tailgate, borrowed from the GMC Sierra. Other changes include
wireless CarPlay and Android Auto projection capability. Several color and trim changes were
also made. Mosaic Black Metallic is a new addition to the color palette. Smokey Quartz Metallic
is a deletion, and Hunter Metallic is a new paint color. Crew Cab Standard Box Sierra models are
now only available in four-wheel-drive. Silverado and Sierra HD dually models see an increase
in max-towing capacity to 36, lbs, a class-leading number. GMC has confirmed that they will not
offer an equivalent, citing a lack of support for GMC to expand back into a medium duty market
while making a push towards a premium market with their current lineup. The move leaves
Chevrolet as the only brand in the GM truck division to have medium-duty vehicles in this
segment as well as the only division to make its trucks and SUVs available for fleet sales. It is

built at Navistar's Springfield, Ohio plant. Navistar has also introduced their own version, the
International CV. The various Silverados, Tahoes, and Suburbans that are used provide
numerous platforms for different kinds of vehicles. The dashboard has additional controls and
dataplates. The truck also can be equipped with weapon supports in the cab, cargo tie down
hooks, folding troop seats, pioneer tools, winches, and other military accessories. General
Motors relaunched GM Defense division in offering the ZH2 Silverado, an advanced technology
Chevrolet Silverado with a hydrogen powered fuel cell and a heavy duty truck architecture
modified for next generation military vehicle needs. There is also a ZH2 Chevrolet Colorado
military version. The truck also won the Primm off-road race in , and More recently, the
Chevrolet Silverado now sold in Paraguay and Uruguay. GM has also announced plans to
introduce the Silverado, along with the smaller Colorado , to China. Chevrolet started selling the
Silverado in Oceania in via Holden Special Vehicles a former subsidiary of GM's now-defunct
Holden brand but will retain the Chevrolet badge. The vehicles are sold Right Hand Drive
versions for that region. There is a small gray market for both the Chevrolet Silverado and GMC
Sierra trucks in some parts of the world, mostly in Scandinavian countries and Germany. From
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these two trucks are the same mechanically, they typically share the same frequent problems.
One of the most common GMC and Chevy truck problems owners experience is excessive oil
consumption. This problem led vehicle buyers to launch a class-action lawsuit against GM ,
which alleged vehicles with Generation IV 5. Specifically, the lawsuit claimed the active fuel
management AFM system, piston rings and PVC system in these vehicles were faulty and
caused excessive oil consumption, as well as premature spark plug degradation and engine
malfunction. While the system accomplishes this, it also leads to oil use problems. Some
drivers have reported using as much as a quart of oil every 1, miles. To help avoid problems,
change your oil regularly. You might also consider carrying an extra quart of oil in your truck.
Most of the problems involved the speakers in the door. They typically quit working one at a
time over several months , but occasionally kick back on and then stop working again after a
short time. The problem may result from moisture that gets into the doors. Most of the time,
broken speakers mean a lack of convenient entertainment while driving, but they could
potentially cause safety issues, as they could prevent you from using OnStar if all of them were
to go. The way to fix this issue is to replace the speakers. If you want a quick fix, you can buy a
cheap set of speakers. If you go this route, you may run into the same problem at a later point.
Investing in a set of more durable speakers may keep the problem at bay for longer. The 4WD
case encoder motion position sensor and selector switch on these vehicles have been known to
fail, typically at around , miles. If this sensor or switch fails, the vehicle will display the service
4WD message. This faulty 4WD issue is among the most common problems with the Chevy
Silverado, according to reports from owners. Over time, dirt, moisture and corrosion can affect
the contacts on the bolts used to attach the wires to the frame. If you have a Chevy Silverado
with 4-wheel drive problems, or a similar GMC or Chevy truck from another model year,
replacing the switch will solve the issue. To install it:. A considerable number of drivers have
said the battery on their Silverado or Sierra dies frequently. This could be caused by problems
with the battery or other issues that cause the vehicle to run the battery down. You might also
need to replace the alternator or body control module. Installing an extra battery in the extra
tray in your truck can help you to avoid dead battery problems. Many drivers have also reported
their heat and air conditioning system is delivering the wrong temperature or amount of air.
Often, this takes the form of the heater turning on unexpectedly or the system blowing hot air
when it should be blowing cold. The cause of this issue is a failure of air delivery or temperature
mode door actuators. Fault codes can help you make sure this is the cause of the problem. This
issue usually begins to occur after around , miles. If your HVAC system starts blowing hot air in
the middle of the summer, restarting your vehicle will often work as a temporary fix. Replacing
the actuators offers a permanent fix to the problem. Another common issue with Silverados and
Sierras is that the fuel level sensor stops working. After approximately , miles , the fuel gauge
may start misreading the fuel level or working inconsistently. You might find it always reads
empty even right after you fill up the gas tank. It might also jump between full and empty. It may
stop working entirely or alternate between working and not. This problem has led some drivers
to start keeping track of their mileage manually to avoid running out of gas. Some drivers have
also reported problems with other instrumental panel gauges, especially the speedometer. The
gauges may intermittently show the wrong reading or not work at all. The issue most often
occurs after around , miles. To fix this problem, you may need to have the instrument panel
replaced. Another issue with the entertainment system in modern Silverados and Sierras is that
the CD player is susceptible to failure because of a problem with the radio unit. Drivers have
reported that their CD players have started making a whirring sound and then ejecting the disc
whenever they try to put in a CD and eventually not accepting CDs at all. This may happen even
after turning off the ignition, which could contribute to running the battery down. This tends to
happen after around , miles and usually requires you to send the radio unit in to a specialty
repair shop. If your check engine light comes on and you get a reduced power message, there
may be a problem with your throttle position sensor. Drivers have also reported that the
anti-lock brake system pump may continue running after turning off the ignition, causing the
battery to die. This typically occurs at around , miles on average and may be caused by the
transistor in the ABS unit burning out. The most common Chevy truck problems include brake
issues and a knock in the steering column. According to the recall, the friction linings on the
parking brake may wear so severely that the parking brake cannot keep a parked vehicle
immobile, which could result in a crash. To fix this flaw, Chevy and GMC dealers will install a
low-force spring clip retainer for vehicles that have a PBR parking brake system. For those with
a TRW parking brake system, dealers will put in a redesigned parking brake cable assembly.
The recall number is 05V There are currently 15 active Chevrolet Silverado recalls, including this
parking brake issue. Another common issue with Silverados and Sierras is rusted-out brake
lines, causing the brakes to fail. This problem typically starts to occur after , miles. To fix this

problem, you need to replace the rusted brake lines. If one rusted out, the others may have as
well. Some drivers have also reported other corrosion-related problems on fluid lines, additional
brake components, driveshafts, underbodies and other areas. Rusted-out brake lines and other
brake issues are also common early Chevy Silverado problems. Many Chevy Silverado and
GMC Sierra drivers have reported hearing a knock or a clunking noise coming from the steering
shaft. According to owners, this noise is one of the most commonly reported Chevrolet
Silverado problems. On these vehicles, the steering shaft gets mounted to the truck body and
the steering box attaches to the frame. When the truck body flexes on the frame, the shaft
moves slightly. The steering shaft has a splined slip joint that has grease in the slip portion.
Over time, the grease slowly moves to one end of the joint. The slight movement of the shaft
then causes the noise. This problem typically starts to occur at around 60, miles , but could
begin as early as 10, miles. There are two main ways to fix the Sierra and Silverado steering
shaft clunk. If you go this route, try re-greasing it every time you change the oil. Fuel pump
failure is one of the more frequently reported 5. You may also find this issue on other Silverado
and Sierra models from and Some drivers have reported their fuel pumps have failed, causing
the engine to stall and not restart. At first, you may temporarily lose power and then get it back.
If the problem goes untreated, the vehicle will eventually stall out completely. Watch out for this
problem after , miles. Replacing the fuel filter every 30, miles can help prevent it by reducing the
amount of strain put on the pump. Another less common issue is transmission failure. After
around 70, miles , you may find the transmission feels jerky. You may also hear loud noises
coming from the transmission. It may eventually die completely. There have also been reports
of the transmission going out suddenly. The paint of Silverados and Sierras from this era may
be more prone to flaking, peeling and chipping than the paint on many other vehicles. These
issues can start to become relatively severe at around 90, miles. Drivers of Sierras and
Silverados have reported problems with their electric windows. The windows in these vehicles
may stop working due to faulty lifting mechanisms. At around 66, miles , you may find that your
windows start to go out one by one. Silverados and Sierras made between and are prone to a
problem in which the secondary air injection check valves become restricted, leading to
reduced airflow and causing the check engine light to come on. Fixing this problem requires
you to replace the check valves. Even if the fault code shows that the problem is only occurring
with one bank of cylinders, you may want to replace both to avoid having the other one go out
on you as well. If you get a service stability message in your Silverado or Sierra, it may be
because of a failed steering wheel position sensor. These errors may occur intermittently or
more regularly, such as every time you start your truck or turn the wheel. This issue could
occur at any time, but the average mileage at which it occurs is around 90, These include failed
4WD transfer case encoder motor position sensors or selector switches, failed HVAC
temperature or delivery mode door actuators and failed fuel level sensors. C meant two-wheel
drive, while K indicated four-wheel drive. The windshield wipers on models made between and
may stop working intermittently due to a defective wiper motor control board. Auto
manufacturers issued recalls for this problem on some models. If you experience trouble with
your windshield wipers, check with a dealer to see if there is a recall on your vehicle. If you have
a faulty wiper motor control board, your wipers may, at times, stop working, fail to turn on or
keep running after you turn them off. You might also find your wipers only work on one speed
setting. When the wipers are not working, you should hear the motor control box buzzing. As a
temporary fix to the problem, lightly tap on the control box , and the blades should start working
again. For a more permanent fix, replace the wiper motor control board. The intake manifold
gaskets in GM pickup trucks also often develop external engine oil or coolant leaks. These
vehicles may also develop internal coolant leaks that cause coolant to mix with the engine oil,
which can damage the engine. This problem most often occurs at around , miles. Another
common problem with these vehicles is that the front wheel speed sensors, or anti-lock brake
system ABS sensors, may fail. Many users report the ABS activates on dry roads at slow
speeds. Many drivers of Chevy and GMC pickups made after have reported their truck will
suddenly lurch to the side, especially while making long, sweeping turns. If you feel the steering
jerking while turning, the cause is most likely a bad steering assist sensor. Specifically, the
culprit is the electronic variable orifice EVO sensor, which is on the steering shaft and
determines how much power steering assist to provide. When this sensor goes bad, it may
change the amount of power steering assist unevenly, causing the truck to veer to the side.
Replacing the sensor should fix this problem. The sensor is a skinny black doughnut shape and
about three inches in diameter. To remove the old sensor, remove the nut and bolt at the bottom
of the steering shaft in the truck. The EVO is on the steering column, attached with three clips.
Unplug the sensor and carefully lift the clips to remove it. Then slide the EVO off and install the
new one. This issue is less common than some of the others on this list, but numerous drivers

of GM trucks made from to have reported their door locks stop working after around , miles.
This issue may affect the door locking, unlocking or both. A failed door actuator is the usual
culprit. Another common problem is that the door handles on these older pickups often break.
This issue affects both the indoor and outdoor door handles and most often happens after
around , miles. The door may not open or unlock, or the handle itself may physically break. This
causes the truck to waste fuel, and some drivers have also said that their engine shuts off when
their vehicle is idling. The cause of this issue is most likely that the throttle body gasket has
developed a vacuum leak. On average, this problem occurs at about , miles. The problem is
often caused by worn bearings but could also be the result of another fault. You may be able to
fix this problem by replacing the axle bearings if you catch it early, but you often have to do a
full rebuild of the affected differential. In older Sierras and Silverados, the alternator may
eventually fail, causing the battery to die and, possibly, an abnormal noise to occur. This may or
may not cause a dash warning light to come on. This problem occurs on average at around ,
miles. You may hear a squealing noise coming from the distributor, and the issue may cause
the engine to run roughly or stall. The check engine light may or may not come on. Start
watching out for internal distributor fault issues at around , miles. Throughout their history,
full-sized pickups from Chevrolet and GMC shared many characteristics. Most Chevrolet models
had a nearly identical model that sold under a different name from the GMC brand. Chevrolet
typically marketed toward individuals, while GMC marketed toward companies that managed
fleets. These trucks were the first to feature the square body design with its rounded exterior,
which improved its aerodynamic performance. They were also the first dual rear-wheel truck to
have a crew cab option with seating for up to six people. These trucks also offered improved
padded interiors and were the first to feature curved glass. Chevy introduced the Silverado
luxury trim package in Many consider the C30 One-Ton Dually to be the first modern pickup.
These trucks, also called the Glamour Pickups, started to focus more on comfort and
convenience, rather than just utility. They were still practical, powerful trucks, however, and
offered a wide range of engine options. These trucks had the first wraparound windshields, an
egg-crate grille, hidden running boards and updated headlights. The interior also got some
updates, making the trucks more comfortable. Chevy also introduced its overhead valve V8
engine in , a cubic inch engine with lb. In , Chevrolet introduced its Advance Design pickups,
which featured a striking new look as compared to older models. These trucks featured a
five-bar horizontal grille and a rounded profile, as well as a longer and wider cab that could
comfortably fit three people. It also had some new interior features, including an in-dash radio
and a fresh-air heater and defroster system. The Advance Design series included three different
truck sizes â€” a half-ton, three-quarter ton and one-ton models. The Series, the half-ton model,
had a 3. The three-quarter ton model was the , and the one-ton model was the In , Chevy
released updated Advanced Design trucks, which had a new grille, windshield, steering wheel,
instrument panel and parking lights, as well as a more powerful engine. As the United States
began recovering from the Great Depression, GM started to focus more on the design of their
trucks. Toward the end of the s, the company introduced newly designed trucks with more
powerful engines. Armed Forces. In , Chevrolet introduced the AK Series , which featured
tougher, more versatile models. It included nine wheelbases, five axle ratios, three
transmissions and two engines. Raybuck Auto Body Parts is your trusted source for Chevy and
GMC truck body panels and other parts, including fuel tanks , interior parts and more. Choosing
automotive aftermarket parts over original equipment manufacturer parts can save you a lot of
money without a sacrifice in quality. Our rust repair panels feature high-gauge steel, and we
offer parts for models as far back as They also have overlapping metal to connect to the
existing structure to prevent rust from spreading to the repaired area. Want more information?
Contact us today with any questions you may have. If i am at a ide ut seems like ut loads up if i
go to take off ifeels like uts out of gas if i pump it i get it to start moving i can not step on it or it
ferls like it boggs out please some one help it pulls evap codes. I have a gmc sierra 4wd ext cab
5. I hVe jumped the fuel pump relay and had the pump running while I cranked motor and it
started as usual but died instantly again. Any ideas. And how can I fix. At , miles the hydroboost
went out and I lost brakes and steering, then the Turbo charger died. I have a chevy silverado 5.
Anyway all 4 cylinders are not working on the left side but the truck runs and i can get it up to
rpms what could be causing this please help. I have a 94 C extended cab with K miles. I have an
unusual clanging sound from both front wheel but the left seems to be worse that the right. Has
anyone experienced similar problems? I have a GMC Sierra sle ,with , miles. Ihave a late 06 z71
that i have teplaced the pedal and the throttle body and im stiil gettig a reduced piwer light and
loss of pedal any onput would be greatly appreciated. I have a 95 k ext cab z My truck has k
miles on the original motor. The only problem is had with it is the trans cooling system. Which
in tern has made me replace the tyranny 2 times in the 9 years iv owned it. Other than that they

are great trucks. Your email address will not be published. Due to shipper and supplier delays,
your order may take longer to arrive. Thanks for your patience. Search Articles:. Excessive Oil
Consumption One of the most common GMC and Chevy truck problems owners experience is
excessive oil consumption. To install it: Remove the bolts and clean the bolt threads and the
ends of the wire attachments and clean down to the frame using a wire brush. Reattach the
wires to the frame. Unplug the two plugins from the switch and plug in the new ones Push the
switch into the slot Push the trim back into place. Frequent Battery Rundown A considerable
number of drivers have said the battery on their Silverado or Sierra dies frequently. Failure of
Heating and Air Conditioning Temperature or Delivery Mode Door Actuators Many drivers have
also reported their heat and air conditioning system is delivering the wrong temperature or
amount of air. Erratic Speedometer and Other Instrument Panel Gauges Some drivers have also
reported problems with other instrumental panel gauges, especially the speedometer. CD Player
Failure Another issue with the entertainment system in modern Silverados and Sierras is that
the CD player is susceptible to failure because of a problem with the radio unit. Throttle Position
Sensor Problems If your check engine light comes on and you get a reduced power message,
there may be a problem with your throttle position sensor. Continuous Running of Anti-Lock
Brake System Pump Drivers have also reported that the anti-lock brake system pump may
continue running after turning off the ignition, causing the battery to die. Rusted-Out Brake
Lines Another common issue with Silverados and Sierras is rusted-out brake lines, causing the
brakes to fail. Fuel Pump Failure Fuel pump failure is one of the more frequently reported 5.
Transmission Failure Another less common issue is transmission failure. Flaking and Peeling
Paint The paint of Silverados and Sierras from this era may be more prone to flaking, peeling
and chipping than the paint on many other vehicles. Electric Window Failure Drivers of Sierras
and Silverados have reported problems with their electric windows. Some drivers have said that
they have had to replace motors multiple times. Restricted Secondary Air Injection Valves
Silverados and Sierras made between and are prone to a problem in which the secondary air
injection check valves become restricted, leading to reduced airflow and causing the check
engine light to come on. Failed Steering Wheel Position Sensor If you get a service stability
message in your Silverado or Sierra, it may be because of a failed steering wheel position
sensor. Windshield Wiper Motor Component Failure The windshield wipers on models made
between and may stop working intermittently due to a defective wiper motor control board.
Front Wheel Speed Sensor Failure Another common problem with these vehicles is that the
front wheel speed sensors, or anti-lock brake system ABS sensors, may fail. Steering Assist
Sensor Failure Many drivers of Chevy and GMC pickups made after have reported their truck
will suddenly lurch to the side, especially while making long, sweeping turns. Power Door Lock
Actuators Failure This issue is less common than some of the others on this list, but numerous
drivers of GM trucks made from to have reported their door locks stop working after around ,
miles. Broken Door Handles Another common problem is that the door handles on these older
pickups often break. Idling Problems 90s Silverados and Sierras may suffer from idling
problems including a higher-than-normal engine idle. Alternator Failure In older Sierras and
Silverados, the alternator may eventually fail, causing the battery to die and, possibly, an
abnormal noise to occur. Will a 98 Silverado Extended cab bed fit on a 06 Silverado extended
cab frame? I have a chevy truck when I put in gear it ,s like all the wheels are not turning. Leave
a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. JavaScript seems to be disabled
in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your
browser. Belair Cutlass Bonneville Grand Am Grand Prix Caballero Jimmy A-Body Accord Civic
Fit Insight Prelude. Banks Power. Neuspeed Steel Brake Lines. Tanks Inc. EFI Buick Skylark
Omega Cutlass Coronet Charger Dart Roadrunner Belvedere Satellite Valiant Sprint Pickup.
Banks Power Intake Manifolds. Borla Exhaust. Ford Chevy Universal GM. Universal Off Road.
Neuspeed Ignition Wires Wire Looms. DJ Safety Racing categories. Shifters Torque Converters
and access. Clutch Components Mounts and Torque Arms. Banks Computer Categories. Banks
Power Neuspeed. Neuspeed Wheels. American Autowire. Dakota Digital. February Blowout. Free
Shipping. Authorized Neuspeed Dealer. Authorized Banks Power Dealer. Authorized Unisteer
Dealer. Authorized Sanderson Headers Dealer. Authorized Dakota Digital Dealer. Authorized
Borla Dealer. Brake Systems. Air and Fuel Delivery. Headers And Exhaust. Diesel Specialty
Products. New Products. Add to Cart. Add to Wish List Add to Compare. View All New Products.
Special Offers. View All On Sale Products. Coming soon. View All Bestsellers. Featured Brands.
New York State - Maps, photos and stories of special places. Other States - Maps, photos and
stories outside of NY. Topics - Essays, links, and other interesting content. By WMU , , Charts
and Interactive Diagrams - From population to pollution control. Big Red - Photos and Videos of
my lifted truck with its camper shell. I'm not into contemporary society. I want to own land , but
not be a landowner , and a cabin , not hooked to electrical grid , farm and burn my own trash.

I'm saving for a better tomorrow , hoping to make the leap to another freer state. More on
off-grid living. Questions, comments? Feel free to email me at andy andyarthur. Grounding to
the frame for the accessory battery will not excite the hal-effect current sensor, which is located
on the negative terminal between the starting battery and alternator on the truck. Not making
this connection will lead to both batteries undercharging, especially in warmer weather or
longer trips. Failure to make this connection will cause premature failure of the batteries,
potential dead starting batteries, and repeated undercharging. You have been warned. Since , I
have always run a power inverter off my truck, that converts 12 volt DC power into volt
household power. I use it extensively through the summer season to provide light and power to
camp for small appliances like my alarm clock, laptop, and electric lighting. Electric lighting
really beats any other camp lighting. My current set up uses a Vector-brand watt Power Inverter,
connected to a second battery, that is disconnected from the starting battery when the engine is
off. There is no danger of a dead starting battery as the second battery is disconnected from
starting battery when the truck is off. Once the truck is turned on, the isolator relay reconnects
the second battery to the alternator. As the isolator does not kick in until the alternator is
spinning, there is no voltage drop when the engine is cranking. Not too bad. While the wiring is
not rocket science, having it professionally done, increased the quality over what it would have
been done had I done it myself. I am not a wiring expert, even if I know how electrons flow.
Boomer-McLoud did all of the wiring and installation, although I had to purchase the battery and
tie down, and also provide the battery inverter. I decided to get a Walmart Everstart 24DC-6
Marine Battery, which is a dual purpose battery for starting and deep cycle. Walmart Everstart
batteries are pretty good quality for the price, they are manufactured by Johnson Controls in the
USA. I would have gotten a true deep-cycle, but I was on a budget, and finding something that
would fit in the battery tray was a bit of a challenge. I figured if going to take some abuse â€”
occassionally being overly deep cycled â€” I might as well not spend a fortune. The Walmart
Everstart 24DC-6 Marine Battery fit perfectly in the tray without sliding or being oversized,
although is slightly taller then the standard Group 48 battery. If battery gets too low, you just
fire up the truck and charge it up. You just want the tie down plate and battery bolt. I then had to
install the battery myself, and tie it down. You will need several long socket extensions to reach
below the battery to install the tie down bolt. They had some questions, and I showed them
where I wanted the inverter mounted, and they did the rest. I just dropped it off before work one
day, then picked it up later in the afternoon. Hit the switch on the inverter, plugged in
electronics, and I was off. It is excited by a fuse tap in the Throttle Position Sensor Fuse from
the main power bus. In the background is the main fuse bus, with the top off it. Rather then
mess with any factory wiring, the main feed wire comes off of the main starting battery terminal.
Notice the amp fuse for safety. And finally, the power feed to the second battery, runs right on
top of the main power bus from the Main Power Bus Distribution Box, just like how Chevy does
it with the factory second battery install. The starting battery never gets low, the camp power
works well all night long. I want to do the same thing and mount the inverter on the floor of the
cab under the radio areaâ€¦â€¦is there an easy way to put the wires through the firewall?
Thanksâ€¦Ken Ragan. Yes, near where the steering wheel column rod comes through, there is a
plastic-leather portal were a number of wires come through. There is a lot of extra room there.
Carefully cut the plastic, and you can run any number of wires there. Just make sure to seal it
up well when done. Why does your main power tap into your other battery instead of just
tapping into the back of the alternator? It seems you used a lot of extra wire and will probably
stress your main battery. My alternator output screw has plenty of room for an extra wire and it
is close to my new batteryâ€¦â€¦should I not tap it there? Either place should work. That bolt is a
metric type 10 x 1. Can be found at any chain auto parts store. I have a Silverado also and I am
wiring my setup almost identical. Can you tell me what the fuse number is according to the
diagram on the fuse box lid that the wiretap is on? And, have you had any issues yet with this
setup? Oh i get it! So instead of just running a ground wire from the auxiliary battery to a place
on the frame nearby, you actually have to take the ground wire from the auxiliary battery and
run it all the way back to the negative terminal on the primary battery that way the hall effect
sensor can read the current on both batteries and can adjust. Paralleling the two batteries is
good, if you want to use them with a plow or other heavy electric load when the engine is
running. The problem is when the engine is turned off, and your using an electric load, it will
discharge both batteries, when in parallel â€” granted it will take twice as long to discharge both
batteries. I wanted to be able drain one battery down, for camp power, and still have a fully
charged starting battery, so not to get stranded in the wilderness with a dead starting battery. I
accidentially discharged my starting battery on my old truck once, and had to roll start it
manually transmission. I had a question I was considering doing the parallel battery set up
because I am pulling a lot of power due to winch stero 52 inch light bar CB etc etc but I also

camp and use a lot of acc will this setup accommodate both needs or do I need to choose
between the 2 thx great article. The setup with the isolator would be great for you because both
batteries are connected together while the truck is running allowing you all the apps from both
batteries for your stuff. When you shut off the truck, the isolator shuts off and then the stuff on
the extra battery can be used without draining your starting battery. Hope this helped. I like your
set up. A cheaper and less convenient option is a knife switch. You can disconnect when
camping and reconnect it when running your engine. I did that as a temporary repair on my
motorhome 3 years ago. Yeap, that will work. I do get big swings on my Volt gage though. Other
than that, everything else works good. The big voltage swings may be normal, if they occur over
time when driving, especially when hot out. My truck goes from a low of This not only prolongs
the batteries, but also reduces fuel economy, by reducing the drag of the alternator by reducing
the field current. The second battery will somewhat increase the swing, because the alternator
is more likely to see the batteries as overcharged or undercharged. It even has a amp-meter in
line with the Neg main battery cable. I assume adding a second aux battery solenoid isolator
would confuse the EPM, when it automatically switches the Aux battery in and out of the loop
during starting, running, etc. I ordered one of these to install in my Silverado They are low-cost,
and pretty durable. They are a simple mechanical switch that connects the two batteries when a
voltage is sensed on the third terminal. I use a fuse tap to get a voltage from the Throttle
Position Sensor Fuse. The voltage regulator will step up the voltage up to Thanks for posting
the pictures of the great cabling job, looks better than OEM. I plan to do mine myself. The
charging does not depend so much on the voltage regulator s on the alternator. They are
controlled by the EPM, which senses all sorts of other things about battery condition based on
past use, current use, with a software algorithm. It assumes you have only have the starting
battery in the loop. When you add the second battery, you basically double the available
capacity amp-hours. This might confuse the EPM, since it assumes a lower capacity in its
algorithm. Might have to put in an extra gallon or two per year. I had to move the car radio back
onto the starting battery, as I had problems with the accessory battery charging if the starting
battery was fully charged. Thanks for the info. It automatically connects and disconnects the
aux battery to the main battery according to voltage readings on each battery. It waits until your
starting battery has a good charge on it before it connects the aux battery for charging. You
never have to think about it. After you stop the engine, it will wait until one of the batteries
drops below about It will leave them connected for 1 minute. Living in the desert heat of
Arizona, batteries often die without notice. Will send pics after I am done. They have those on
that site in previous post. It will also serve the purpose of prolonging the life of the aux battery.
If you run down your Aux battery, AND your starting battery suddenly dies without warning,
what are you going to do? Thus, the need for auto-disconnect on your Aux battery. At least you
will have something left to start the truckâ€¦. I just posted the following question to justanswer.
Do a search there to see when it shows upâ€¦Cheers! Many people have probably done this as
well. I read your link about How the charging system works, and have some questions for you.
How does the EPM react when there is suddenly about twice the amp-hour capacity added to
the system? Would you suggest connecting the Neg terminals of the main and aux batteries so
that they go exclusively through the current sensor for the truck? How would adding the aux
battery, in general, best be wired, according to the programming in the EPM, which seems to
assume there is only one battery connected? What are the consequences, and best practices?
Within the next month, I will be adding a solar charger and a watt solar panel. This will keep my
inverter and CB radio powered throughout the day, without having to start the truck
occasionally. When I do that, I will change the fuse tap from the throttle sensor position fuse, to
one that is hot when the key is turned to accessory or the engine is on. This way I can charge
both the starting and accessory batteries from solar panel when hanging out in camp during the
day-time, and better keep the batteries balanced. When the key is off, the batteries will be
isolated like before. I am just waiting on the panel and have to do some wiring. You can remove
my earlier post concerning Justanswer. They suck. Could not answer my question. Sorry about
that. Should have knownâ€¦bunch of hack mechanicsâ€¦. I had solar on my old popup camper,
Starcraft 13RT. Email me for more discussion. I have over 10 years experience with all RV
systems, and 20 years with electrical and software engineering. I really appreciate your blog
here! I wired up the solar controller this past weekend. Or you can just buy an inexpensive
adapter and plug your inverter directly into your 7 pin trailer connection and simply rely on the
vehicles built in battery drawdown protection. Ez peasey. That will work, but your limited on the
load, as I doubt the accessory wire to the trailer pin is wired for much more then amp 12 VDC.
My inverter is rated for watts, although I usually only use a fraction of that power. Another
advantage of the second battery, is you have much more reserve capacity. I can run the
deep-cycle battery down quite low, until it finally shuts off. Can you clarify? Did they run a

ground wire all the way across the engine like the power wire or did you just go from your aux
battery to the engine block? Between the starting battery ground and the frame there is a hal
effect current sensor. Unless you connect the battery grounds together, you will:. The voltage
regulator will cut alternator voltage to near zero output if it thinks the starting battery is fully
charged. The alternator will automatically cut the voltage when the battery is charged to prevent
overcharging â€” based on the amperage demand as sensed on the negative line. However,
make sure to connect the negative terminals on both batteries to the factory negative line going
back to the block. This is important, as there is a hall effect sensor on the negative line, that
tells the voltage regulator on how much voltage to put out based on the amount of current
flowing into the battery. Is there a inline fuse fuse just between the two batteries? Not between
the marine battery to the power inverter? Ive got a question, Ive got a 01 e shuttle bus that ive
recently hooked up a watt inverter to run a tv and game sytem for kids and to watch movies on
long trips. I have an issue where the inverter rins for about 40 mins, then shuts iff due to high
input. I just realized that i have a ho output amp alternator that im assuming is shutting the
inverter down. The bus has a slide out compartment where a battery was located to run a
wheelchair lift, compartment has battery cables still inside, that where i ran all my power from.
Any input would be greatly appreciated, thanks. The inverter will only use the amperage it
needs. I think the issue is you either have a defective inverter, or you have too much load on it.
Maybe the inverter is getting to hot from the heat? I believe I have the same setup as you do in
my Silverado with the extra battery compartment. Setup is similar to my old Class C with
starting and house battery. Hi I am trying to disconnect the main electrical loads from starter
battery and connect to the auxiliary battery. However it seems difficult as its complicated
circuiting with dynamo. Pls help suggesting isolating it on toyota Landcruiser. HI, in one of your
pictures on the 2nd battery you have a fuse coming off of the power. What brand is this and
where does this line go? Do I need to run the auxillary battery ground cable through the
Hal-effect sensor, or just to the start battery ground? I have a chevy Silverado 4. I want to add 4
deep cell batteries to my truck. For long use without having to start the truck. And is it ok to put
the batteries in the back floor board of the cab. So I have more camping space in the bed. Andy,
Once the Aux battery needs charging and is being charged by the alternator, what is your
charging voltage from the alternator gauge reading? Does it fully charge the aux battery or does
the alternator drop down the voltage prematurely. My Aux battery is grounded through the
frame. It still is only about 14V which is not enough. I have a manual solenoid system for
isolation. I have used the system for 5 years to charge my truck camper. Just trying to get more
voltage for a faster more complete charge. I also suggest adding a solar panel to your truck cap
â€” this gentle charge of solar really helps ensure a good full charge on your deep cycle. I have
a question about the small ground wire that comes from the auxiliary battery does that have to
go all the way back around to the negative terminal on the primary terminal?? If connecting the
AUX batt gnd cable back to the starter batt gnd, do you go up through the sensor and then onto
the batt post or just to the batt post directly? Als0, where do you put the small gnd wire you
mentioned and what ga wire is it? Thank you for posting the information. I have a question. I set
mine up virtually the same way yours is in the diagram at the very top. With the exception
possibly of where the fuse tap is located. I am using a stinger amp isolator. When the car is
running however why is both batteries charging simultaneously as indicated by the multi me to
read out but the elevated voltage from the alternator? The alternator is probably seeing the
increased load and compensating by higher voltage, to ensure the batteries charge up qucikly.
Both stay charged as configured but the issue is the Cameras that I installed are designed to
have direct current for motion, record, when bumped, parked, etc. After about 7 days of not
drive during this Pandemic. Yup, you guessed it, dead main battery! I could easily switch the
camera over to the second batt, but my question is, how can I configure the setup to have the
second battery to assist with starting the truck in these situations? Standard configured
Positive from Main to isolator to second. Neg from second to chassis and to main and isolator
to chassis. What I do is have a switch that is powered by the accessory battery to connect the
relay when I want to manually connect both batteries when my engine is off. Your email address
will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. These are my experiences in Equipment Used and Costs. What I Had To Do. Pictures
of Individual Components. This is the second battery, with the isolator mounted close to it. Here
are the fuses and other wires coming off the second inverter battery. I hope this is helpful.
Please feel free to email me with any questions. April 22, at am. Andy Arthur says:. April 27, at
pm. April 28, at pm. June 23, at pm. June 24, at am. Stacaz says:. March 21, at am. Steve W
says:. July 9, at pm. Jesus Mendez says:. August 4, at pm. July 13, at pm. Ron Forney says:.
January 25, at pm. Paul says:. March 23, at am. Jack says:. January 10, at pm. Andy says:.
January 23, at pm. July 15, at pm. February 28, at am. March 5, at am. March 11, at pm. March 14,

at pm. March 16, at pm. March 29, at am. March 30, at pm. April 8, at am. October 19, at am.
October 19, at pm. Levi says:. May 13, at pm. May 14, at am. Michael says:. February 27, at pm.
Joshua Reindl says:. July 26, at pm. December 5, at pm. December 6, at pm. Jon combs says:.
March 15, at am. John says:. June 26, at pm. June 29, at am. Wade says:. July 4, at pm. Jahir
says:. December 20, at am. Davidj says:. June 8, at am. Joe says:. June 11, at am. Randy says:.
July 20, at pm. Mike says:. July 25, at pm. Johnny says:. July 31, at pm. Bret Hart says:.
September 18, at pm. Steve Livni says:. September 24, at pm. October 9, at am. Brad says:.
December 2, at pm. Justin says:. December 10, at pm. Jay says:. January 27, at am. February 3,
at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Chevrolet trucks
and SUVs are popular because they are reasonably priced and are a pleasure to drive. But over
time, your Chevy will need maintenance and repairs to address problems caused by daily wear
or road accidents. Replace worn or faulty Chevrolet parts immediately with reliable and
long-lasting parts to get your ride back to running like it did fresh off the assembly line. Find the
best Chevrolet replacement parts and accessories here at CarParts. We carry a wide range of
aftermarket parts for repairing or customizing various Chevrolet models. Check out our
inventory of direct replacements and performance parts for Chevrolet trucks, sedans, and
SUVs. Aftermarket replacements are just as good as parts made by the original equipment
manufacturer OEM. Engineered to OE specifications, these direct replacements are easy to
install and offer the same performance as their OEM counterparts. You can save on costs by
picking an aftermarket Chevrolet replacement part to repair your Chevy. Aftermarket products
enjoy wider availability than OEM parts, allowing you to compare brands until you find the right
part. If you want to take your Chevrolet to the next level, you need performance parts. At
CarParts. Need more reasons to buy Chevrolet aftermarket parts from one of the best online
Chevrolet parts stores? Here are other benefits of shopping with us:. All products are
manufactured by the top brands to match the specifications and level of quality of OEM parts.
Our team of industry experts carefully handpicks and checks the quality of items that are stored
and shipped out from our facilities. Find the best Chevrolet accessories and replacement parts
on a budget here at CarParts. Need more information before placing your order? Restore your
vehicle to factory-fresh status in just a few days. Every part in our catalog is on-hand, and our
strategically located warehouses across the US are ready to ship out your order anytime. Have
you decided on Chevy truck parts for your ride? Want to know which accessories are
compatible with your rig? Shop Chevy parts today! We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Select Your Vehicle Part. Chevrolet
Alternator. Chevrolet Axle Assembly. Chevrolet Blower Motor. Chevrolet Brake Booster.
Chevrolet Brake Caliper. Chevrolet Brake Disc. Chevrolet Brake Disc and Pad Kit. Chevrolet
Brake Master Cylinder. Chevrolet Brake Pad Set. Chevrolet Bull Bar. Chevrolet Bumper Filler.
Chevrolet Bumper Reinforcement. Chevrolet Control Arm Kit. Chevrolet Dash Cover. Chevrolet
Door Glass. Chevrolet Driveshaft. Chevrolet Engine Control Module. Chevrolet Exhaust System.
Chevrolet Fog Light Cover. Chevrolet Grille Guard. Chevrolet Grille Trim. Chevrolet Headlight.
Chevrolet Helper Spring. Chevrolet Interior Restoration Kit. Chevrolet Nerf Bars. Chevrolet
Power Steering Pump. Chevrolet Rocker Panel. Chevrolet Starter. Chevrolet Steering Gearbox.
Chevrolet Steering Rack. Chevrolet Step Bumper. Chevrolet T Connector. Chevrolet Tail Light.
Chevrolet Throttle Body. Chevrolet Valance. Chevrolet Wheel. Chevrolet Window Motor.
Chevrolet Wiper Blade. Chevrolet Wiper Motor. Chevrolet Models. Chevrolet Astro Parts.
Chevrolet Avalanche Parts. Chevrolet Aveo Parts. Chevrolet Aveo5 Parts. Chevrolet B60 Parts.
Chevrolet B7 Parts. Chevrolet Bel Air Parts. Chevrolet Beretta Parts. Chevrolet Biscayne Parts.
Chevrolet Blazer Parts. Chevrolet Bolt EV Parts. Chevrolet Brookwood Parts. Chevrolet C10
Parts. Chevrolet C10 Panel Parts. Chevrolet C10 Pickup Parts. Chevrolet C10 Suburban Parts.
Chevrolet C Parts. Chevrolet C Suburban Parts. Chevrolet C20 Parts. Chevrolet C20 Panel Parts.
Chevrolet C20 Pickup Parts. Chevrolet C20 Suburban Parts. Chevrolet C30 Parts. Chevrolet C30
Panel Parts. Chevrolet C30 Pickup Parts. Chevrolet CHD Parts. Chevrolet C40 Parts. Chevrolet C
Kodiak Parts. Chevrolet C50 Parts. Chevrolet C60 Parts. Chevrolet C60 Kodiak Parts. Chevrolet
C70 Parts. Chevrolet C70 Kodiak Parts. Chevrolet C80 Parts. Chevrolet Camaro Parts. Chevrolet
Caprice Parts. Chevrolet Captiva Sport Parts. Chevrolet Cavalier Parts. Chevrolet Celebrity
Parts. Chevrolet Chevelle Parts. Chevrolet Chevette Parts. Chevrolet Chevy II Parts. Chevrolet
Citation Parts. Chevrolet Citation II Parts. Chevrolet City Express Parts. Chevrolet Classic Parts.
Chevrolet Cobalt Parts. Chevrolet Colorado Parts. Chevrolet Commercial Chassis Parts.
Chevrolet Corsica Parts. Chevrolet Corvair Parts. Chevrolet Corvair Truck Parts. Chevrolet
Corvette Parts. Chevrolet Cruze Parts. Chevrolet Cruze Limited Parts. Chevrolet El Camino
Parts. Chevrolet Epica Parts. Chevrolet Equinox Parts. Chevrolet Estate Parts. Chevrolet
Express Parts. Chevrolet G10 Parts. Chevrolet G10 Van Parts. Chevrolet G20 Parts. Chevrolet

G20 Van Parts. Chevrolet G30 Parts. Chevrolet G30 Van Parts. Chevrolet GP Parts. Chevrolet
HHR Parts. Chevrolet Impala Parts. Chevrolet Impala Limited Parts. Chevrolet K10 Parts.
Chevrolet K10 Pickup Parts. Chevrolet K10 Suburban Parts. Chevrolet K Parts. Chevrolet K
Suburban Parts. Chevrolet K20 Parts. Chevrolet K20 Panel Parts. Chevrolet K20 Pickup Parts.
Chevrolet K20 Suburban Parts. Chevrolet K30 Parts. Chevrolet K30 Pickup Parts. Chevrolet K5
Blazer Parts. Chevrolet Kingswood Parts. Chevrolet LCF Parts. Chevrolet LLV Parts. Chevrolet
LUV Parts. Chevrolet Laguna Parts. Chevrolet Lumina Parts. Chevrolet Luv Pickup Parts.
Chevrolet Malibu Parts. Chevrolet Malibu Limited Parts. Chevrolet Metro Parts. Chevrolet Monte
Carlo Parts. Chevrolet Monza Parts. Chevrolet Nomad Parts. Chevrolet Nova Parts. Chevrolet
Optra Parts. Chevrolet Orlando Parts. Chevrolet P10 Parts. Chevrolet P10 Series Parts.
Chevrolet P10 Van Parts. Chevrolet P20 Parts. Chevrolet P20 Series Parts. Chevrolet P20 Van
Parts. Chevrolet P30 Parts. Chevrolet P30 Series Parts. Chevrolet P30 Van Parts. Chevrolet P40
Parts. Chevrolet P60 Parts. Chevrolet P Parts. Chevrolet Parkwood Parts. Chevrolet Prizm Parts.
Chevrolet R10 Parts. Chevrolet R10 Suburban Parts. Chevrolet R Suburban Parts. Chevrolet R20
Parts. Chevrolet R20 Suburban Parts. Chevrolet R Parts. Chevrolet R30 Parts. Chevrolet S10
Parts. Chevrolet S10 Blazer Parts. Chevrolet S7 Parts. Chevrolet SS Parts. Chevrolet SSR Parts.
Chevrolet Sedan Delivery Parts. Chevrolet Silverado Parts. Chevrolet Silverado Classic Parts.
Chevrolet Silverado HD Parts. Chevrolet Silverado LD Parts. Chevrolet Sonic Parts. Chevrolet
Spark Parts. Chevrolet Spark EV Parts. Chevrolet Spectrum Parts. Chevrolet Sprint Parts.
Chevrolet Suburban Parts. Chevrolet Suburban HD Parts. Chevrolet T Parts. Chevrolet Tahoe
Parts. Chevrolet Townsman Parts. Chevrolet Tracker Parts. Chevrolet Trailblazer Parts.
Chevrolet
1999 dodge stratus transmissionused miller bobcat 225
waterproof car cover amazon
woods dixie cutter m5 parts diagram
Traverse Parts. Chevrolet Trax Parts. Chevrolet Truck Parts. Chevrolet Uplander Parts.
Chevrolet V10 Parts. Chevrolet V10 Suburban Parts. Chevrolet V Suburban Parts. Chevrolet V20
Parts. Chevrolet V20 Suburban Parts. Chevrolet V30 Parts. Chevrolet V Parts. Chevrolet Vega
Parts. Chevrolet Venture Parts. Chevrolet Volt Parts. Chevrolet W Tiltmaster Parts. Chevrolet
Customer Reviews. Jan 26, Much better look than originals. Nice upgrade, try these with original
bulbs or led bulbs and then choose your bulbs as the look is very different between the two,
especially in daylight. Robert Westbrook. Purchased on Jan 13, Apr 29, Best price all around.
Purchased on Apr 08, Jun 25, Nice a d bright. Roxane Knapp. Purchased on Jun 25, Chevrolet
Guides. About Aftermarket Chevrolet Parts. Shop Aftermarket Chevrolet Parts. Why Shop from
CarParts. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

